Aside from ah andful of books from secular authors like Susan Jacoby (2004, 2009) and David Niose (2012)a nd even fewer scholarlyp ublications (Cady 2010; B lankholm 2014; LeDrew 2016; Turner 1986) , little is known about the origins and evolution of American secularism or the factors that contributed to the proliferation of secularist organizations (though see Rectenwald, this volume, for the origins of secularism in the UK). In this chapter,w eb egin by recounting some of the history of organized secularism in the US,includingsome emphasis on the tensions and the splits thato ccurred.
1I ntroduction
While we came to the studyofo rganized secularism for different reasons -Fazzino worked for several secular social movement organizations (SMOs); Cragun was asked to speak at the conventions of some of the organizations -both of us werei nitiallyu nder the impression that the secular movement in the US was contentiousa nd fractured. It was with this understanding -that there was significant conflict between the various social movement organizations (SMOs) -thatt he second author (Cragun) began ap roject to better understand the relationships between the various secular movemento rganizations in 2013. He teamed up with the first author (Fazzino) shortlyafter the project began. Cragun'si nitial conception -that therew eret ensions between the various secular movement organizations -is whythis chapter derivesits name from the dialogue in ascene from Monty Python's TheLife of Brian. In the scene, the members of a revolutionary Jewish organization that opposed the Romanoccupation of Israel, the People'sFront of Judea (PFJ), are seated in an arena watchingagladiator battle while they discuss the aims of their social movement organization. During the conversation, the following ensues:
In this scene, Brian tries to stop the fight,fails, and watches as all of his revolutionary comrades collapsei nt heirs truggle with each other.The implication at this point is quite obvious: social movement organizations are sometimes ineffective because they end up fighting each other rather than working together for ac ommon cause. This tension was confirmed in some of the interviews we conducted for this project.I nw hat seems like it could be ad irect quote from TheLife of Brian,F rank Zindler of AmericanA theists (AA) described in an interview as imilar degree of tension between founder,M adalynM urray O'Hair,a nd Anne Nicol Gaylor,c o-founder of the Freedom From Religion Foundation:
We sawM adalyn manyt imes,and she would always have disparaging things to saya bout Ann Gaylor.Ilater found out the same thingw as happeningo nt he other side. Ann was really, reallys cathinga bout Madalyn. It really, youk now,i ts ounds corny, but it breaks my heart to see this or to recall all this because Is of irmlya mo ft he opinion that the enemyi sr eligion. It shouldn'tb ee ach other.I ts hould be other people whoh ave, at least nominally, committed to alife of reason, an evidence-based life. To see these divisions just depresses me.
In our interviews,wef ound othere xamples of this kind of tension. But we also quickly realized that the current situation for secular SMOs in the US is more complicated than just tension and conflict. We have two quotes from our interviews we want to use to help frame our argument in this chapter.One quote illustrates just how serious the conflicta nd tension was at times in the secular movement.The other quote shows that the movement has changed, the tension has eased,a nd therei sn ow evidence that secular SMOs are workingt ogether.
Numerous scholars have argued thatAmerican secularism is fractured and is better understood as "disorganized secularism" than "organized secularism" (Baker and Smith 2015; Cimino and Smith 2014) . There is certainlyreason to believet his was the case during the 20 th century.Tom Flynn,the editor of Free Inquiry,the freethought and humanist magazine published by the Council for Secular Humanism or CSH(now asubsidiary of Center for Inquiry or CFI), recounted an incident duringa ni nterview thati llustrated the very frosty relationship that existed between the founderofCSH, Paul Kurtz,and MadalynMurray O'Hair,the foundero fa nother prominent secular movement organization, American Atheists (AA): This is goingback into the late80s or very early90s when we wereonthe east side of Buffalo. Fors ome years we had been maintaining am embership at AA so that we would receiveA A ' sm agazine. What we ordinarilyd id is we would have ad ifferent staff member send in ap ersonal check, because if yout houghtP aul [ Kurtz] was intot he zero-sum gamem odel, Madalyn MurrayO ' Hair was wayo ut ahead of him. One year our then-executive director made am istakea nd forgott oa rrangef or someone to send in ap ersonal "Splitters!":L essons from Monty Python forS ecularO rganizations in the US check, and sent in aC ouncil for Democratic and Secular Humanism¹ check, which came back, scrawled on it in magic marker with as large as youcould fit this manywords,inMadalyn MurrayO ' Hair'sh andwriting, "Fuck you, Paul Kurtz." There is alot worth noting in this shortquote,but we will leave most of the analysis for below.I nt he earlys tages of movement building,a sT om Flynn notes, there was as ense that secular organizingw as a "zero-sum game," meaning that anyg ains made by one organization detracted from the success of the other organizations. There was no collective identityt om obilize action toward ac ommon goal. As ar esult, there was limited communication between the various secular movement organizations and as ignificant amount of competition over donors, nasty frame disputes,² and an overarchingcultureoforganizational and interpersonal distrust.There was not,atthat time,asense that all of the secular organizations in the US wereworkingtogether for some clear purpose (e. g., normalizingn onreligion in the US).
Contrast the incidentdescribed abovebyT om Flynn with this account of the 2012 Reason Rallyf rom David Silverman, the President of AmericanA theists:
The biggest part of the Reason Rally, the biggest victory of the Reason Rallywas gettingall of us together in one placeatone time, includingt he Freedom From Religion Foundation, with money,acommonc ause, behind ac ommon leader,which in this case was me, but next time it won'tb e. But it was the first time that that had actuallyh appened and it was huge!I tw as am assive success and the members loved it and the memberst old us loud and clear that they want more. So, when you're talkinga bout unifyingb ig groups, don'tf orgeta bout the Reason RallyC oalition.
This quote suggests cooperation between the various secular SMOs. Cooperation does not mean that the leaders of the various secular SMOs are all now friends who regularlyget together just to hang out.B ut it does indicate thatthe acerbic and caustic relationships that existed in the 20 th century between the various secular SMOs have givenway to detentes, more amicable relations,a nd agrowing sense of unity in the secular movement in the US.While the 2012 Reason Rallywas afairlynotable success with an estimated 25,000 nonreligious individuals in attendance, it was actuallythe resultofdecades of effort by various people and organizations to try to bringagreater sense of coherence to organized  This was the original name of what is now the Council for Secular Humanism.  "Frames" refertothe ways that social movement organizations explain their purpose and desiredc hangest ot heir followers. Thus, "frame disputes" would be conflict between the various secular movement organizations in what their collective purpose was as secular movement organizations. secularism in the US (see also the introduction in Smith 2014 and LeDrew 2016) . Towards the end of the chapter we proffer an explanation for how we gotfrom "Splitters!" and "Fuck You, Paul Kurtz" to aco-sponsored Reason Rallya nd more amicable relations between the various secular SMOs.
2T aking Organized Secularism Seriously
Colin Campbell ([1971] 2013) called for asociologyofirreligion over 40 years ago. But it was the emergence of public atheism (otherwise referred to as "New Atheism")inthe early21st century that finallyput Americansecularism³ on the radar of scholars across various social science and humanities disciplines. Philosophers and theologians wasted no time examining the ideological components of non-theistic worldviews. Political scientists and religious studies scholars followed suit,reevaluatingthe intertwining of religion, nonreligion, and politics in the public sphere. As for sociologists,our primary concern was with the implication of public atheism on broader trends of secularization. Eventually, studies of the nonreligious began diversifying as scholars from subfields like gender/sexualities (Brewster 2013; Fosteretal. 2016; Linneman and Clendenen 2009; Miller 2013; S chnabel et al. 2016; S tinson and Goodman 2013) , family ( Manning 2015; Merino 2012; Zimmermane ta l. 2015) , deviance (Fazzino,B orer,a nd Abdel Haq 2014; Cimino and Smith 2007) , and communications/media (Cimino and Smith 2011; S mith and Cimino 2012) c onducted research, expanding what had been an earlyn on-existent bodyo fl iterature.T here is still, however,m uch work to be done.
Nowhereisthis more apparent than in the lack of research on the organized AmericanS ecularism Movement by social movement scholars.⁴ There are those who utilize amovements lens to examine the contours of nonreligion in the US, however,they:(1) are oftennot movement scholars, (2)dosonarrowly, focusing on justo ne ideological segment,r ather than being inclusive to the much larger nonreligious constituency, and/or (3) use concepts like collective identity,collective action, and framing in their analysis,b ut do not explicitlya pplyt he social movement label to theirfindingsortreat different ideological sentimentsasdistinct but related movements ( Cimino and Smith 2007; Cimino and Smith 2007;   When discussingsecularism in this chapter,weare referring to intentional efforts to normalize nonreligion.  Ahandful of scholars have used asocial movement lens to examine issues such as community,i dentity politics,collective action, organizational dynamics,a nd the strategies and goals of activism.
"Splitters!":L essons from Monty Python for Secular Organizations in the US Guenther,Mulligan, and Papp 2013; K ettell 2014; McAnulla 2012; Schulzke 2013; Smith 2013) .
This ambiguity -Is it amovement?Isitnot amovement? -has been connected to characteristics,such as ideological diversity,movement infighting,competing strategies, tactics, and goals, and the lack of an agreed upon set of doctrines/ beliefs that unify all nonbelievers (Cimino and Smith 2007) . Although internal dissension and conflict are very common in contemporary American movements, schismsa nd splits in the secular movement are oftenu nderstood as as ign of movement decline/demise (Gamson 1990) . Such perspectiveshaveanoverly-narrow conception of effective structural dynamics and ignorehow factionalism and splitting can be beneficial to movements. The seminal work of Gerlach and Hines (1970) e xamined the structure of ah andful of Americanm ovements in the post 1960s era, includingP entecostalism,B lack Power,a nd "Participatory Ecology" and found that the most common type of organizational structure was not centralized, bureaucratic, or amorphous, but rather movementsthathad asegmented (multiple diverse groups), polycentric (decentralized authority;multiple leaders/centers of leadership), and reticulate (formalooselyi ntegrated network) structure. In other words, social movements are rarelys ingle organizations with ac lear vision and goal; social movements are messy.
It'snot often that scholars try to pinpointthe exact moment when collective efforts become al egitimate social movement.M ovement origins are often contested, making them difficult to trace. Because movement scholars are rarelyhistorians,s ociological approaches to social movementsc an sometimes yield a structurallye ssentialist view of movements, creatingabiased perception that sees ad iffusea nd decentered structure as a symptom of dysfunction, rather than as an outcome of movement growth, change, and institutionalization. Contrary to the obituarist view of some scholars, we arguet hati deological and organizational diversity does not make Americans ecularism disorganized -it makes it dynamic. It makes it am ovement! In what follows, we identify key events, leaders, and dynamics that facilitated the evolution of ah andful of very small nontheist and freethoughto rganizations on the vergeofcollapsing into the segmented, polycentric, reticulate movement it is today.
3M ethods
This chapter is basedi np art on data derivedf rom interviews with 15 past and present leaders of various secular SMOs in the US (see Table 1below ).The interviews, lasting between one to three hours, wereconducted either via phone or in person by Cragun, recorded,and later transcribed by Fazzino. Because all of the individuals who participated are public individuals,the identitieso fo ur participants are not anonymous. 
American Humanist Association
The origins of modern humanism⁵ in the US,which is now oftenr eferred to as "secular humanism," can be traced back to Britain circa 1915,w hen positivist Frederick James Gould wrote an article introducinganon-theistic conception of "humanism." Acouple of years later,in1917, at the Western Unitarian Conference, two Unitarian ministers -John H. Dietrich, who read Gould'sa rticle, and Curtis W. Reese -joined forces and began discussinga nd advocatingr eligious humanism, an idea that gained some popularity amongst philosophers, liberal religionists, and freethinkers alike. One of the earliest efforts to organize humanism began at the UniversityofChicagoin1927when agroup of scholars and Unitarian theologians with as hared interest in humanism started an organization called the Humanist Fellowship.
The fellowship beganpublishing TheNew Humanist in 1928,the magazine in which the first iteration of the Humanist Manifesto would appear.The manifesto was to be ashortand simple overview of how humanistsunderstood the world. Edwin H. Wilson, also aUnitarian ministera nd the editor of TheNew Humanist, was one of the manifesto'slead authors, and the final document,endorsed by 34 of the leading intellectuals of the time, was published in the magazine in 1933 (Wilson 1995) . The AmericanH umanist Association was formallye stablished in 1941a nd took over publication of TheN ew Humanist,t he publication of which had lapsed, renamingitTheHumanist. TheHumanist remains the primary publication of the AHA up to today( 2017).
At roughlyt he samet ime as the AmericanH umanist Association was being organized, (i. e., in 1939), agroup of ex-Quakers formed the Humanist Society of Friends in Southern California and adopted HumanistManifesto I as theirofficial doctrine. The Humanist Society of Friends became an adjunct of the American Humanist Association (AHA)in1991, and contributed the foundation for Humanist Celebrant training that is now run by the recently(2003) renamed group, The Humanist Society,w hich continues as an adjunct to the AHA.⁶ Celebrants are  We refertothis as "modern humanism" rather than simply "humanism" heretodistinguish it from other forms of "humanism," such as the version of humanism that developed during The Renaissancet hat encapsulated avision for how to educate students in universities,which now serves as the root of the term "humanities" (Kraye 1996) . This is avery different conception of the word "humanism" than how it is used in the secular movement in the US todayinreference to a set of naturalistic -as opposed to supernaturalistic or religious -philosophical principlesused to provide guidancef or makingm oral decisions.  As an interestings ide note,the AHA maintained ar eligious tax exemption for years, in part because of the AHA'srelationship with the Humanist Society of Friends and their trainingofHu-"Splitters!":L essons from Monty Python for Secular Organizations in the US secular individuals trained to officiate during importantlife milestones,likemarriages or funerals. They are, in as ense, as ecular equivalent to clergy.
One of the first splinters that occurred out of the AHAcame from one of its founders -Edwin H. Wilson. Wilson had developedapolicy which was effectively an agreementbetween the Unitarian Church and the AHA that the AHAwould not form organizations that weret he functional equivalents of congregations. Wilson eventuallyr elaxed his position on this and allowed aL os Angeles based chapter of the AHA to form, which resulted in Wilson being fired from the position of Executive Director of the AHA in 1962. He later founded an organization titled the Fellowship of Religious Humanists, which was laterrenamed as the HUUmanists, encapsulatingthe close relationship between Unitarian Universalists and Humanists. As of 2016,there are 61 local HUUmanists groups in the US.⁷ As it will become relevant shortly, it is worth noting that Paul Kurtz was hired by the AHA in 1968 to edit TheH umanist. Kurtz was highlyr ecommended by several well-known humanist philosophers in part because Kurtz had an important humanist pedigree, having studied philosophyunder Sidney Hook (who studied under John Dewey) at Columbia University.U nder Kurtz'sl eadership, subscriptions to TheH umanist increased substantially, drawing greater interest in the AHA. Kurtz also founded Prometheus Press in 1969and his first skeptical magazine, Zetetic,w hich eventuallyb ecame TheS keptical Inquirer,d uringh is tenurea tt he AHA (the first was independent of the AHA, while the second was not,b ut was made independent at the request of Kurtz). While the precise number of members of the AHA or subscribers to the organization'sm agazine are not known, accordingt oE xecutive Director Roy Speckhardt, as of 2016 the AHA prints and distributes approximately8 4,000 copies of TheH umanist annually.
American Atheists
The second oldest national-level group is American Atheists, founded in 1963. Contemporary atheism in the U.S. can trace its history back before WWI to notable figures like Thomas Paine,R obert G. Ingersoll, known as "the Great Agnostic," sociologist W. E.B. DuBois, foundero ft he HarlemR enaissance,a nd Emma manist Celebrants. They have sinced ropped the religious exemption and now have an educational tax exemption.  http://huumanists.org/local-groups/list. Goldman, aJ ewish anarchist who would later be deported. The first explicitly anti-religious example of organized Americana theism was the AmericanA ssociationf or the Advancement of Atheism (4 A),f ounded in 1925 by Charles Lee Smith (see alsoR ichter,t his volume). Contraryt ot he idea thatp ublic atheism in 21st century America is somehownew,Charles LeeSmith was astrident antitheist,a mong the earliest to publiclyp arodyr eligion, and foughtf or removing "In God We Trust" from the currencyand revoking the tax-exempt status afforded to religious institutions. Charles Lee Smith founded The AmericanAssociation for the Advancement of Atheism, which took over publication of TheTruthseeker, one of the oldest atheistmagazines in the US (founded in 1878). The association outlivedi ts founder and passed to James Hervey Johnson in the 1960s, along with TheT ruthseeker. Johnson'sv iews and mismanagement drovem embership in the organization down dramatically. It is unclear when the AmericanA ssociation for the Advancement of Atheism ended, but it did not outlive James Hervey Johnson. However, TheT ruthseeker has continued to be sporadicallyp ublished, with anew run of the magazinebeginning in 2014.There is avestigeof4Aleft, though it is indirect.JamesHervey Johnson left a$14 million dollar estate when he died. His estateb ecame the James Hervey Johnson Educational Charitable Trust,which is now used primarily to fund various secular movement activity.⁸ While 4Awas still extant when MadalynM urray O'Hair gained prominence due to her legal battles over bible reading in public schools, O'Hair'so rganization quickly became more influential than4A .O'Hair noted in one of her biographies that she requested help from av ariety of secular organizations during her lawsuit (includingf rom 4A ), but found little support.S he did join the AHA board of directors at one point,b ut her participation in the organization was short-lived, due largely to her brash personality and unapologetic rhetoric. She founded AmericanAtheists in 1963asanadvocacy group for atheist civil liberties but also as away to continue her advocacy work on behalf of atheists, providing her with the necessary funds and resourcesf or such efforts. As noted above, O'Hair gained prominenceinthe US as aresultofthe Abington School District v. Schempp (a.k.a. Murray v. Curlett,1 963) Supreme Court case in which O'Hair and her older son, William Murray,f iled suit against compulsory Bible readinga nd reciting prayers in public schools. The court found these religious activities to be unconstitutional, and as aresult, school official led bible reading was no longer allowed in public schools (though,o fc ourse, student-led bible readingt hat is not compulsory is still allowed).
 Morei nformationc an be found about the trust on its website: http://jamesherveyjohnson. com/trust.html.
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AmericanA theists experienced ap eriod of significant turmoil when O'Hair, along with her younger son, John Murray,a nd granddaughter Robin werea bducted by af ormer employee, DavidW aters,a nd several accomplices in 1995. Robin was held separate from the other two while the abductors forced O'Hair and her son to empty various AA bank accounts.After the abductors had extracted as much money as they could, Madalyn, John, and Robinwerekilled and buried in afield in Texas. While they were stillalive,but after they had disappeared, they werestill in contact with various members of the AA board. O'Hair was unable to tell her staff whyshe had disappeared, but indicated they wereonimportant business. Form anyA Ai nsiders, thati mportant business could have involved an important financial bequest that had been rumored to be comingt o AA. As aresult, despite concerns among AA board members, it took asignificant amount of time (over am onth) for the AA board to begin trying to put people into place to takeonthe day-to-day management of the organization as they believed Madalyn, John, and Robin would be returning from this "important business." Eventually, contact with Madalyn, John, and Robin was lost completely and rumors spread that they absconded with the money themselves. It wasn't until 2001 that their bodies werediscovered, makingitclear what had happened. While others have provided the details about this incident (LeBeau 2003;S eaman 2006), we note it here as it resultedinserious difficulties for AA moving forward. As Frank Zindler,a nA Ab oard member at the time and former interim President noted in an interview:
Well, we figuredw eh ad probably lost about 60 %o fo ur membershipa fter the disappearance. In fact,things weresohorrible,Iwas runningAAPress entirelyout of my own pocket. Other members of the board whoweremoderatelyaffluent were helpingpay the salaries of the staff we still had working there. We had aprinter still and had somebodyworkinginthe shippingand, youknow,book selling…that sort of thing. But it was agruesome road back up. Idon'tknow if we ever fullyrecovered, but it'sjustbeen avery difficulttime. We really took it on the chin. So youk now,weh aveg raduallyc ome back.
Like the AHA, it is uncertain how many members the AA have nor the number of subscribers to the magazine, but from what we have been able to discern, AA is currentlythe smallest of the four organizations we are detailing in this chapter in terms of membership and magazine subscriptions.
Freedom From Religion Foundation
The largest national-level group in the US in terms of membership is the Freedom From Religion Foundation (FFRF), which wasc o-founded in 1976 by AnneN icol Gaylor,h er daughter Annie Laurie Gaylor,a nd John Sontarck. Both Anne Nicol Gaylor and her daughter,Annie Laurie Gaylor,contributed to TheAmerican Atheist magazine, and along with John Sontarck, were on the masthead for ap eriod of time until early1978. Sontarck was also, at one time,the treasurer for O'Hair's trusteeship, the Society of Separationists.
Anne Nicol Gaylor was ahigh-profile feminist activist who focused on abortion and women'sr eproductive rights.N umerous accounts indicate that FFRF was founded as aresponse to the role of religion in hindering women'sreproductive rights.FFRFwas originallyaffiliatedwith O'Hair and American Atheists, but sometime between February 1978,w hen Annie Laurie Gaylor appeared on the cover of the American Atheists magazine, and Aprilo ft hat samey ear,t here was af alling out between AnneN icol Gaylor and MadalynM urray O'Hair that resulted in as ignificant degree of animosity between these two women. It was after this schism thatAnne Nicol Gaylor made FFRF anational secular organization in its ownr ight.I no ur research we came across explanations for the split that included: accusations over mailing lists, anti-Semitic attitudes from O'Hair's youngest son, JonM urray,A nneN icol Gaylor'sl oyalty to the atheistc ause,a nd O'Hair'sm isappropriation of organization donations. We have been unable to confirm anyo ft hese specific details. What we have been able to discern definitivelyi st hat as erious and contentious split occurred, and that the tension between the twoo rganizations continued for decades.
FFRF is led todayb yA nnie Laurie Gaylor and her husband, Dan Barker. FFRF has been very publica bout their membership growth, noting it in their publications and on theirw eeklyr adio show.A so f2 016,t hey have just over 20,000 dues paying members. Membership has been spurred by an umber of successfulc ourt cases the FFRF has foughto nb ehalf of secular individuals as well as their willingness to help secular individuals when there are clear violations of the separation of church and state in the US.
Councilf or Secular Humanism
The Council for Secular Humanism (CSH) is another large,n ational-level organization that was foundedin1980 by Paul Kurtz.The CSHispart of alargerorganization, Center for Inquiry (CFI),which was foundedin1991. CFI is the umbrella organization for CSHand ad ivision devoted to skeptical inquiry,the Committee for Skeptical Inquiry (CSI, but formerlyk nown as CSICOP,w hich Kurtz started while at the AHA, but spun off the AHA).
CSHisalso the resultofasplit.PaulK urtz worked for the AHAasthe editor of the organization'sm agazine TheH umanist from 1968 until 1978.While it is "Splitters!":L essons from Monty Python forS ecularO rganizations in the US possiblePaulK urtz might remember thingsdifferently(he died before we began our interviews), we think we have been able to verify sufficientlyw hat led to Kurtz'ss plit from the AHA. Most accounts suggest thatP aulK urtz wanted to wrest control of TheH umanist from the AHA, bothe ditorially( something he largely alreadyh ad) and financially. The board of the AHA was unwilling to agree to this arrangementa nd members of the board werea lreadyu pset about his financial (mis)management of the magazine.⁹ Accordingt ot hen AHA President,Bette Chambers,K urtz was reticent to share financial information with the board, was misrepresenting the circulation numbers which could have resulted in legal problems for the AHA, and he was unwilling to allow AHA oversight of the finances of TheHumanist. All of this came to aclimax at aboard meeting in July of 1978 just after taking as abbatical from his editorial duties, during which LloydM orain was appointed acting editor.
What was not at issue wereK urtz'seditorial skills;his tenureatthe helm of TheHumanist was widelyapplauded by the board of the AHA. What was at issue was financial transparency, which Kurtz likened to censorship. The minutes from the meeting suggest that Kurtz was to be givenc ompletee ditorial and managerial control of TheH umanist,but financial control would be overseenbyacommittee (one thati ncluded Kurtz, but also others). Accordingt oB ette Chambers, this was unacceptable to Kurtz. The minutes from the meeting do not include a record of votes, but BetteChambers,who chaired the meeting (and Fred Edwords who has listened to the audio recording of the meeting), recalled that the motion to reinstate Kurtz as the Editor-in-Chief of TheHumanist after the end of his sabbaticalf ailed to pass. The first two votes weret ied, but the vote swunga gainst Kurtz on the third ballot.P aulK urtz did not take the decision well. The tension over financial oversight of TheHumanist between Kurtz and the AHABoard was what led Paul Kurtz to leave the AHA.
Splits can sometimes lead to the formationofn ew organizations when people take resources and reputation with them (Zald and McCarthy1 980) ,a sa ppears to have occurred when Kurtz was ousted from the AHA. As Bette Chambers recalled, Kurtz quickly contacted their largest donor,C orlissL amont,w ho was giving tens of thousands of dollars every year to the AHA and to TheH umanist:  While Kurtz was on sabbatical from his editorial duties at AHA in 1977-78,i nternal conflict erupted when then president BetteC hambers and actingE ditor-in-Chief LloydM orain discoveredi rregularities having to do with unethical business transactions between Prometheus Books and the AHA under Kurtz'sleadership and his true intentions for the magazine. These issues ultimatelyd ivided the AHA board intop ro-Kurtz and anti-Kurtz factions.
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Brought to you by | Sacred Heart University Authenticated Download Date | 1/11/18 4:07 PM This event triggered extreme discontent (Kemper 2001) , which Kurtz internalized and refusedtolet go,using these emotions as motivation to maintain rigid social boundaries (Lamont and Molnar 2002) b etween himself and the AHA from that point on. While there is no place that we know of whereK urtz explicitlys tated his desire to "destroy the AHA" after he left the organization, numerous people told us that they had heard him indicate as much.
Following his split,PaulK urtz built one of the largest,most well-funded secular,f reethought, and skeptical organizations in organized secularism. Today, Free Inquiry,t he magazine published by CSH, has the largest number of subscribers of the various secular magazines and the umbrella company, CFI, has one of the largest budgets of the four organizations we examine in this chapter.
5P ersonality as Catalysts of Growth and Change in SocialM ovements
Paul Kurtz and Madalyn Murray O'Hair weret wo of the most notable leaders of the movement during the late 20 century. To date, we have seen no research describing theirp ersonalities, which we believew erer emarkablys imilar.I nt his section of the chapter,wed escribe the personalities of MadalynM urray O'Hair and Paul Kurtz and arguet hat theirp ersonalities: (1) were shaped by both their social context and the largerc ulturalc ontext,( 2) influenced their interactions with other movement actors,and (3) werenot onlyatthe coreofthe organizationals plits discussed above, but also created an organizational culture which contributed to an attitudinal shift among anew cohort of secular activists with different political consciousness at the end of the 20 century (see Whittier 1997).
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To discuss the personalities of Paul Kurtz and Madalyn Murray O'Hair,we turn to the impressions they left on others. Without the availability of direct data, such as personality test scores, we relyonhow those personalities wereinterpreted by those who knew and worked with these people. While this method does not capture their personalities in full, it does provide pictures of their personalities, even if they are abit fuzzy.Weare interested in these personalitiesas we believethey inform the organizational splitting observed duringthat time period.
Paul Kurtz and MadalynM urray O'Hair both possessed the authority and charisma to push boundaries and blaze new trails for organized secularism in the 20 th century.This authority,h owever,c ame at the cost of harmonious interpersonal dynamics.
Paul Kurtz was something of ac onundrum. Kurtz is widelyr ecognized by manyi no rganized secularism as the "Father of Secular Humanism."¹⁰ He is remembereda sbrilliant,h ardworking, and an instinctive empire-builder. His reputation as ac harismatic visionary is widelyr ecognized among thosew ho knew him. Yet, at the samet ime, therew as ap arto fK urtz thatw asn'tp retty.K urtz could be disingenuous, vengeful, petty,a nd manipulative.S omeo fo ur interviewees referred to this as Kurtz's "dark side."
Part of this "dark side" were Kurtz'sa utocratic tendencies.P aulK urtz was rarelyw illingt ocompromise. When he found himself at odds with an executive board, he was willing to strike out anew,f ounding another organization that would allow him the control he demanded (as he did when he left the AHA in the 1970sa nd later when he left CFI). Though he claimed that his voluntary departure from CFI in 2009 was under duress, these claims along with manyothers are disputed. One of our interviewees, August Brunsman,h ad personal experience workingu nder Kurtz, as he, along with several others, branched out of CFI'sc ollegec ampus initiative,CFI on Campus, to form the Secular Student Alliance. August described Kurtz'sa utocratic tendencies like this, "Paul'stotal approach to humanist organizing is that he wanted to own it,hewanted to be in charge and run it,a nd he just didn'tt rust anybodyelse to do anythingw orthwhilet hat [he] didn'tc ontrol."
 Kurtz began to describe the Council for Secular and Democratic Humanism -later just the Council for Secular Humanism -as adheringto" secular humanism" in order to distinguish his new organization from the American Humanist Association. This was,inlarge part,amarketing ploy as it could then be suggestedt hat the AHA was moref avorable toward "religious humanism" (which, in fact,was true at the time), while Kurtz'sn ew organization was not.While Kurtz did not coin the term "secular humanism" (see Richter'schapter, this volume), he did work hard to co-opt the term and embraced it as beingd escriptive of his organization'sv iews.
Another illustration of Kurtz's "dark side" was his tendencyt oh oldg rudges. When Kurtz lost the vote at the AHA to be reinstated as the editor of The Humanist,h ed idn'tf orgive and forgeto rm oveo n. This is not an uncommon practice among social movement leaders who seek to create symbolic hegemonyi n their respective movement (Zald and McCarthy1980) . Kurtz'sactions alsosuggest that was his intention, which was confirmed by several of our interviewees. Here is what Bette Chambers recounted of the relationship between Kurtza nd the AHA after the 1978 board meeting: Fred [Edwords] and I, at the time that Michael Werner was president of the AHA in, Ithink, early1990s,Fredand Ipressuredhim and the board to 'Get the hell out of dodge;' to move out of Amherst¹¹ and to someplacee lse. The harm that Kurtz was doinge vent hen to the AHA never stopped. He had ac oterie of sycophantic friends whow ere doing all sorts of peculiar things like jammingt he locks on the officed oors… Im ean, youk now childish tricks liket hat.N ow Kurtz himself wasn'td oing them, but these were… When Is ay sycophants they reallyw ere.Y ou could hear them sayt hey would follow Paul Kurtz to hell and back if they had to.A nd that always struck me as so strange, because if therei sa nythingIk now about Humanists they aren ot followers. If Ir un into one that'safollower of somethingIgetv ery nervous because it just doesn'ts eem right.
From the informationwehavegathered, it appears that Paul Kurtz was an autocratic leader who wantedtohavecompletecontrol over organized secularism. To this end, he actively worked to underminet he others ecular SMOs, particularly the AHA. We also find it somewhat ironic that Kurtz, who was,p rofessionally, an ethicist,h ad problems being and behaving ethically. Even so, people still maintained favorableopinions of Kurtz. He was astrategic visionary with an uncannya bility to rebound from organizational conflict with his reputation relativelyunscathed. As the evidence abovesuggests, Kurtz had an over-bearing personality and others found it difficult to work with him. But it mayb et he case that preciselyt hese typeso fc haracteristics werew hat was needed during that particularperiod in America'shistory,aswewill discuss at greater length below.
Madelyn Murray O'Hair'sr eputation is even more contested thani sP aul Kurtz's. Also considered quite difficult to work with, O'Hair was perceiveda s brash and vulgar. She was thought of as behaving highlyi nappropriate by the  At the same time that Kurtz was votedout as the editor of TheHumanist,the AHA moved its headquarters from San Franciscotoabuildingowned by LloydMorain, awealthy benefactor of the AHA. The movetoAmherst was in order to bringthe AHA headquarters next to the publishing headquarters of The Humanist,which werelocated in Amherst wherePaulK urtz workedasa college professor.K urtz and the AHA remained in the same buildingf or ap eriod of time even after Kurtz was votedo ut of the AHA.
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standards of her day. She had ad eep distrust of others and ajustified paranoia cultivated by abuse from ah ostilep ublic and governmento fficials as well as from as eries of betrayals in her life. Herr esponse to most threats,p erceived or otherwise,w as typicallyt he same: "excommunication".T he hardline she maintained meant that the splitting that occurred around her typicallyt ook the form of others being banished, or leaving of their own accord. One of our interviewees, Bette Chambers, who hosted O'Hair in her home, offered this description:
Madalyn O'Hair…she was Madalyn Murraya tt he time…Is till hold the view that atheism would've become popular in this country far sooner than it has even today, which isn't very much, but we wouldn'thavehad quitesomuch trouble relating to the public and explainingo ur position sinces he called herself the spokespersonf or American atheism. I think that she set the movement back aw hole generation. That'sm yo pinion. She was an extremelyu npleasant person and offended people right and left,p rimarilya tp rivate gatherings.But she was quitekind of popular on television, and she came across as aloudmouth. Therew as nothingi ntellectual about her.N ot in my opinion. She was an atheistperiod -because she detested religion, the churches.You don'tfind Humanists todayw ho ares oa nti-mainstream religion. She was anti-all religion.
This sort of impression is contrastedb yo thers who offered am oreb alanced opinion of her personality.A ccording to Frank Zindler who, along with his wife, was very close to O'Hair:
We do believethese quotes are illustrative of O'Hair'spersonality.However,itis importanttokeep in mind that the perception of O'Hair as brash, vulgar,and,at times, inappropriate wasg enerated within the cultural milieu of the time. O'Hair'sr ise to fame started in the 1950s,a nd continued through the 1980s. This period is widelyrecognized to have been atime of significant changeincultural values toward women'sr oles in society (Brown 2012) . However,w omen's position in society throughout this period remained (and to al arge degrees till remains) conflicted (Hochschild 1997) . Ther ise of women'sp articipation in the workforce starting in the late 1960s, spurred in part by the second wave of the feminist movement but also by economic necessity (Coontz 1992) ,b egan to shift culturale xpectations for women. However,women still faced expectations about how they should behave;women weretobepassive,soft,caring,and kind (Gerami and Lehnerer 2001) .
It was in this cultural milieu that Madelyn Murray O'Hair'sr ise to prominence occurred. It is also in this culturalm ilieu that we must now consider how Madelyn Murray O'Hair'sp ersonality was perceived. O'Hair'sp ersona and behaviors were, undoubtedly, counter to the normative expectations for women at the time when she gainedprominence.B ut they werenot all that different from what would be expected behaviorf or am an at that time. In other words, MadelynM urray O'Hair is often judgedh arshlyf or her tough, brash, and aggressive demeanor,p reciselyb ecause she wasawoman. If O'Hair had been am an, it is highlyu nlikelyt hat she would have receivedt he samed egree of acerbic criticism for her persona or behavior. We are not trying to challenge descriptions of Madelyn Murray O'Hair'sp ersonality.W ea re,h owever,a rguing that criticisms of O'Hair'sp ersonality reflect ag enderedd ouble-standard.
From everythingwe've been able to gather,PaulK urtz'spersonality was not all thatd ifferent from MadalynM urray O'Hair's. Kurtzw as an autocrat and micro-manager who could alsol oseh is temper and yell at his employees. Yet, we have been unable to find comparable criticisms of Kurtz'sp ersonality to those of MadalynM urray O'Hair's. Certainlyt here are those who are critical of Paul Kurtz and his personality,a nd it was his leadership style thate ventually led to his ouster at CFI.¹² Despite the similarities in personalities between MadalynM urray O'Hair and Paul Kurtz, very few people describeP aulK urtz as eminentlydisagreeable or caustic, like they do with O'Hair.Thisl eads us to believe that ag enderedd ouble-standard has been applied to O'Hair.
In consideringthe personalitiesofthese two leaders,several commonalities are apparent.F irst,a nd most glaring, both weres elf-aggrandizing megalomaniacs who acted as dictators over theirrespective organizations. Coupled with this dominance was agreat strength. If creation is an act of will, then these individuals shared as trength of willpower.Thisa ppears to be the double-edgeds word of the brand of leadership shared by O'Hair and Kurtz. While they possessed the authority and charisma to push boundaries and blaze new trails, this authority came at the cost of harmonious interpersonal dynamics. They demanded complete control of those with whom they worked. When these standards were not met,o rganizational splitting occurred.
 Perour conversation with TomFlynn, Paul Kurtz was not formallyremovedfromhis position at CFI but rather was marginalized in his positiona nd lost as ubstantial amount of power as a result of several votesbythe CFI board. After this occurred, Kurtz resigned his position and started an ew organization, the Institutef or Sciencea nd Human Values.
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It is likelyt hatt he personality characteristics of O'Hair and Kurtz contributed to the organizational splits in the secular movement( CSHf rom AHA and FFRF from AA)w ed escribed above, though therew erel ikelyo therf actors involved. Interestingly,e vent hough organizational fracturing was common to both O'Hair and Kurtz, their public reputations werequite different.K urtz'sr eputation was and remains largely positive.Despite the difficulties in workingwith him, his work and manya ccomplishments are generallyh eld in high regard.I n essence, his "dark side" is largely overlooked. Yet, O'Hair,who was not all that different from Kurtz personality-wise, has been and continues to be criticized for her personality,w hich overshadowsh er organizational leadership. This is yet more evidence for agendereddouble-standard being applied to these monumental figures in organized secularism.
Perhaps more importantthan whythese splits occurred is thatthey occurred at all. Organizational schisms and the resulting fragmentation are rarelythought of as ap ositive for social movements. As intra-organizational schismsb ecome inter-organizational schisms, communication among like-minded SMOs is limited. These sorts of factors might generallybethought of as impediments to movement success, as power becomes more diffuse and alliances and coalitions that might strengthen the movement are torn apart.
Historically, then,itmight appear as though interpersonal dysfunction was a hallmark of secular organizingd uring this time and the splitting we have documented certainlys eems to support this.H owever,i ti so ur argument here that, while this maybet he case, social movement theory remindsusthat nearlyanything can be aresource. In the caseofK urtz and O'Hair,itappears that perhaps difficult personalities and the resulting organizational splits which resulted from them wereultimatelyaresource of sorts for the movement, both at thattime and later.
Finally, while these personality characteristics are not necessarilyt hose we would associate with ideal leaders, we would be remissnot to consider the context in which these individuals developed. The trajectories of our livedexperiences as well as the turningp oints to thoset rajectories are informed by the social structure we encounter,which is relative to time and place. In the case of these leaders, both physicallywenttowar (i. e., they served in the military). Both faced power struggles from within their organizations as well as external threats. Both livedinatime whenbeing openlysecular was highlystigmatized, more so than today. O'Hair and Kurtz wereatthe helm of secular SMOs duringavery difficult time in America'sh istory:t he ColdW ar.A so thers have documented (Cragun 2017) , there wereintentional efforts in the US duringthe Cold Wartocreateareligious American identity that differed from the "godless communists" of the Soviet Union. As aresult, being secular,humanist,atheist,orafreethinker during this time period was highlys tigmatized. While we cannot sayt hat O'Hair and Kurtz'sp ersonalities were "necessary" to maintain secular SMOs during this time period, it is likelyt he case thatt heir strong personalities and their unwillingness to compromise helpedt hem cope with the widespread stigma against nonreligion and irreligion that existed duringtheirtenures. Thus, while their personalities wered ifficult and alienatingt omany, it is alsoarguablyt he case that O'Hair'sa nd Kurtz'sp ersonalities werearesource for the secular movement in the US duringo ne of its more challengingp eriods.
6U nifying the Secular Movement
In this section we address the following question: how did organized secularism gettowhereitistoday -diffuse,de-centered, and somewhat unified? The tensions with AHA/CSH and AA/FFRF mentioned abovea re wherew eb egin to explore this question. Three splits, two of which (in 1978)w eree xtremelyc ontentious, instigatedo rganizational growth but led to nearlyt hree decades of animosity and minimal inter-movement contact.T he resulto ft hese tensions was that there was limited coordination among the secular SMOs duringthis time period. Despite several decades of limited coordination, bitter and hurt feelings, and incivility between the various secular SMOs, organized secularism in the US today is far more collaborative and unified, even if there remain several national level organizations and thousands of local grassroots groups.H ow the movement transformed from significant internal turmoilt or elative calm and cooperation will be the focus for the rest of this chapter.
As various informantst old us, there has historicallyb een more tension between the groups thats plit than between the others. After Paul Kurtz left the AHA, there was as ignificant amount of tension between Paul Kurtz'so rganization, CSH, and the AHA, with Kurtz even offering to co-opt the AHA at one point. Likewise, after Anne Nicole Gaylor left the AA,there was significant tension between those two organizations that has continued until just recently. Part of the tension has resultedf rom the original splits. But another part of the tension stems from the fact that the organizations that split remain the most similar in mission, membership, and motivation.
Fori nstance, botht he AHAa nd the CSHi dentify as "Humanist" organizations. The label "humanist" provides them ab roader label that encapsulates the manyw ayso fb eing secular or nonreligious, or potentiallye venr eligious.¹³  One of Paul Kurtz'searlycriticisms of the AHA was that it was tooreligious in the sense that "Splitters!":L essons from Monty Python for Secular Organizations in the US Atheists, agnostics,f reethinkers,b rights, nonbelievers, antitheists, and others can all identify as humanist,but not all of them are, obviously, atheists. As aresult,both AHA and CSHhavebroad appeal. Both have engagedinsimilar activities, workingt owardt he advancement of science and for some progressive issues (likew omen'sa nd sexual and gender minorities' rights). However,t here is ab it more of al ibertarian sentimenta tC SH,p erhaps stemmingf rom Paul Kurtz'sp ersonal political views¹⁴ than there is at the more progressive AHA.
Similarly,AAand FFRF have manythingsincommon. While FFRF bills itself as a "freethought" organization, at erm thath as fairlyo ld origins that suggest independence from organized religion, in much of its promotional material the organization identifies itself as an advocacy group for nonbelievers or atheists. AA, of course,i ss pecificallyg earedt owarda dvocacy for atheists. While FFRF has focused very heavilyi nr ecent years on litigation, AA has its own litigation division. Both, also, have run billboard and advertising campaigns and arguably have had greater appeal to atheists and nonbelievers who are abit more strident in their views or more "eliminationist" in their approach towardr eligion (see Langston et al. chapter,t his volume). Thus, some of the continued tension between these organizations stems from theirsimilaritytoeach other.David Silverman commented about the similarities:
Now,inamarket segmentation issue, FFRF and AA are most closelycompetitive.Um, they, they're harder than AHA and CFI. They're not as hard as us,but they're closer than the others. So, we have acompetitive aspect goingonbetween us,umbut at the same time, while Madalyn and Ellen Johnson weren ot very good at membershipc ultivation, they [FFRF] were, so they have far morem embers than we do, which is just great for them, but it also makes them carel ess about working with us.S o, it'satough thingb ecause I'mj ust tryingtodoright for the movement and she's[Annie Laurie] still angry.Ithink she'sgetting members of the AHA could be "religious humanists" or both religious and ah umanist.I tw as Paul Kurtz'se fforts in tryingt od ifferentiateh is new organization fromt he AHA that resulted in the heightenedu se of the phrase "secular humanism." Prior to that point in the 1980s,h umanism was not exclusively secular (and still, technically, is not). However,t os imultaneously criticize the AHA, which still catered to and included religious humanists,a nd to distinguish his new organization from the AHA, Kurtz called his organization The Council for Democratic and Secular Humanism (or CODESH). "Democratic" was originallyi ncluded in the label to distinguish Kurtz'sn ew organization from the AHA as well, as the AHA was heavilyi nfluenced by very left-leaning individuals,s ome of whom identified as socialists (like Corliss Lamont). Given the degree of competition that existed between these groups, it is importantt or ecognize just how influential brandingw as for the organizations.  One of our informants,M ichael Werner,i nformedu st hat Paul Kurtz identified as aR epublican.
Roy Speckhardt,like manyofour informants, no longer believed the various secular organizational movementswereinvolvedinazero-sum game. To the contrary,there is variation among the constituents -they have different interests and different desires (as various chapters in this volume suggest; see chapters by Schutz, Smith, Frost,and Langston et al.) . Additionally, while there is some competition among the organizations for donations, there is also evidence that the competition is both: (a) quite limited as big donorst end to have their preferred organizations as well, and (b)m inimal because donorsw illo ften give more if they are giving to multiple organizations thani ft hey are giving to just as ingle organization.
What the abovesuggests is that the dynamics of the secular movement in the US have changed. While therew as, for decades,c ompetition, fracturing,a nd even hatreda mong the various organization, todayt herei sagrowings ense of unity and common purpose. While therei ss till competition between the organizations, it is probablymoreaccurate to characterize thatcompetition as "friendly." Likewise, the implication of calling the movement "disorganized" misses the mark. Adiffuse organization can be just as useful for as ocial movement or potentiallye venm ore effective than ac entrallyo rganized social movement.P olycephalous movements are alsom ore likelyt ow ithstandc ontroversiesw ithin the movement;problems within one of the constituent organizations will not destroy the entire movement.Thus, when scandals occur in the secular movement -and they certainlyh aveo ccurred -the entire movement is not destroyed, as might be the case if therew as just as ingle secular social movemento rganization.
The closer degree of coordination in organized secularism, as noted at the beginning of this chapter,isrelatively recent.Webelieveacombination of factors coalesced in the early2000s to changethe dynamics of the movement.Tobegin with, at ransition in leadership -from Kurtz and O'Hair to the current crop of leaders -took place. Manyoft he new leaders had observed the caustic personalities of prior leaders and intentionallyc hose not to follow that lead. The changei nl eadership was coupled with the rise of ac ommon enemy -fundamentalist and conservative religion. Fundamentalism in the US has its origins in the early2 0 th century,a nd conservative religion has gainedp rominence in Americanp olitics prior to this point with the rise of the Religious Right and the Moral Majority in the late 20 th century.H owever,the perceivedthreat of religious fundamentalism became particularlyprominent as aresultofthe September 11 th ,2 001 attacks. The clear and present danger of fundamentalism to secularism combined with new leadership changed the environment of the secular movement.Inwhat follows we attempt to describe this changeingreater detail.
In 2000,Mel Lipman, an attorney and activist from Las Vegas,was nominated and elected to the national board of the AmericanH umanist Association (AHA). In 2002,a tt he urging of af ellow board member, Lipman ranf or the AHA presidency on aplatform of bringingtogether all of the varied organizations who believed in doing good without abelief in asupernatural entity.His agenda was not to merge the organizations,but rather to work together towards common goals.
In 2003,M el Lipman succeeded Edd Doer,who served 14 years as president of the AHA. On January 15,2005,Mel Lipman convened the "Inauguration Summit"-an unprecedented meetingo fs ecular elites with ah istory of frosty relationships from over 22 freethoughtgroups to discuss how their respectiveorganizations could work togetherfor common interests, namelytacklingthe religious right in the upcomingNovemberelection. There was, however,one organization that missed the summit,the Councilfor Secular Humanism (CSH), allegedlydue to schedulingc onflicts.¹⁵ At the conclusion of the weekend the most promisingi mpact was the commitment among those in attendance to remain in communication and to look for ways to collaborate. To this end, attendees weree xtended an invitation to join the Secular Coalition for America (SCA). Foundedb yH erbS ilverman, am ath professor who became as ecular activist in the early1 990s, the SCA provided an opportunityf or its membero rganizations to come together to cooperate in areas of mutuali nterest and to support the other organizations in their efforts to uphold separation between government and religion. SCA is alobbying organization, but for Silverman, this was secondary to decreasingi n-fighting and fosteringasense of community.H eb elieved thatt hrough cooperation the nonreligious would be able to amplify their voice, increase visibility, changep ublic opinion, and be as effective as possible in theirl obbying efforts.
True to their skeptical nature, the largest national secular,humanist,atheist, and freethought organizations were hesitant to join SCA,until the AHAsigned on 
7C onclusion
Today, therea re several national, member-based secularist movement organizations and thousands of local grassroots organizations in existence. Contemporary social movements, especiallyinthe Western world, are heterogeneous, ideologicallyd iverse, and looselyi ntegrated ( Gerlach and Hines 1970) . It'sn ot uncommon for movementst oh aveadecentralized, or "leaderless" authority structure, the very characteristic that Baker and Smith (2015) problematize for secular groups.
When looking historicallya tt he developmento fs ecular organizingi nt he United States,i ta ppears that difficult personalitiesa nd interpersonal conflict wereabit of ah allmark. The manysplits that occurred implyacontentiousness within the movement.Asdiscussed, these personalities did not develop within a vacuum. Some of the roughness of these personalities seems well-adapted for the trying times and numerous threats these leaders encountered. Still, for those who have joined the movement since this period of fragmentation, the splits and the personalitiesdriving them maynot be the fairy tale story of aunified effort towardsacommon goal one might hope to find. Even so, in the case of nonreligious organizing, it appears that dysfunctional personalitiesh ad functional outcomes. Oddly, the difficulty of workingwith O'Hair and Kurtz ultimately served as aresource for movement mobilization, as organizational splintering diversified and strengthened the movement.
When we view these events through asocial movements lens, these contentious inter-movement politics lead to an important conclusion. Drawing on Gerlach and Hines's( 1970)w ork, we see how the diversity of secular organizations creates am ore diverse, or polycephalous,m ovement landscape, which is a strength of the movement,n ot aweakness.I navariety of ways,the fragmentation thatoccurred duringthe contentious 1970sand 1980s led to avariety of secular SMOs, which has allowed them to develop specializedn iches with greater appeal to different segments of the secular public. This diversified the landscape of the movement,with various groups taking on different issues and developing along unique trajectories. This ultimatelyset the stagefor the unification thatdid occur.A so f2 016,i t ' su nlikelyy ou'll hear members of one secular SMO calling members of another, "Splitters!" Perhaps we can finally saythat the various sec-
